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Introduction

Speech perception is a multimodal process:

•using auditory and visual input (seen speech) (Rosenblum, 2008)

• in which seeing the speaker facilitates comprehension

– in a noisy environment (Sumby & Pollack, 1954)

–with demanding contents (Reisberg et al., 1987)

– in aphasia (Shindo et al., 1991).

Phonetic features place of articulation, manner of articulation and

voicing (the segments forming speech sounds (phonemes)) influence the

perception of speech:
Phonetic Features

• place of articulation: e.g. /t/ vs. /p/

•manner of articulation: e.g. /t/ vs. /s/

• voicing : e.g. /t/ vs. /d/

• smaller differences (1 feat.) more difficult to detect than bigger ones (2

or 3 feat.) in English aphasic listeners (Blumstein et al., 1977)

•Features seem differently affected in aphasic listeners (Klitsch, 2008)

–place of articulation seemed affected most

–However: in the pre-existing materials used, voicing contrasts

occurred initially (/pe:p/ - /be:p/) and the other contrasts finally

(/lyp/ - /lyl/) or in metathesis (/syt/ - /tys/)

The current study investigates

• the influence of lip-reading on (aphasic) perception of speech

•whether Dutch aphasic subjects can also detect wider distinctions

more easily than narrow ones

•which phonetic features are most vulnerable in aphasia if manipulated

in the same position

Method & Materials

Task:

•Nonword discrimination:

–video’s of speaker articulating 2 syllables

–decision whether both syllables were same or different

–button press (on response box) to answer

• 3 conditions of presentation

– auditory only (AO)

–visual only (VO)

– audiovisual (AV)

Materials:

•phonologically possible but non-

existing CVC-syllables

–fixed place of difference (initial)

– amount & type of features differ-

ing within a pair controlled (Fig.

1)

All items

n = 108 pairs

Same

n = 54 pairs

/bo:f/ - /bo:f/

Different

n = 54 pairs

1 feature

n = 18 pairs

2 features

n = 18 pairs

3 features

n = 18 pairs

/fo:k/ - /no:k/

Place

n = 6 pairs

/fe:t/ - /se:t/

Manner

n = 6 pairs

/du:p/ -/nu:p/

Voicing

n = 6 pairs

/ba:f/ -/pa:f/

Place & Manner

n = 6 pairs

/pø:m/ - /sø:m/

Place & Voicing

n = 6 pairs

/za:p/ - /fa:p/

Manner & Voicing

n = 6 pairs

/di:x/ - /si:x/

Figure 1: Schematic overview

of material design (with examples)

Participants

All participants are Dutch, right-handed, with normal hearing and

(corrected to) normal vision

• 14 non-brain-damaged control subjects

–with no neurological problems or (history) of language disorders

• 6 aphasic subjects with comprehension disorders (Details in Table 1)

Initials Age Gender Type
of

Aphasia

Months
post onset

PALPA
Nonword

Discrimination

PALPA
Word

Discrimination

WB 57 male Wernicke 148 56/72 65/72
BB 64 male Global 5 53/72 56/72

EK 48 male Amnestic 16 58/72 70/72
TB 47 female Global 8 68/72 70/72

JH 51 female Mixed 44 66/72 67/72
MB 47 female Global 4 64/72 65/72

TABLE 1: Overview of aphasic participants

Results

Control subjects:

• scored at ceiling in AO and AV conditions

•worse in VO condition than AO or AV (concerning mainly voicing or

manner ) (Wilcoxon: p<0.1)

Aphasic subjects:

•worse than controls in all 3 conditions (Mann-Whitney-U: p<.001)

•performance differed between the 3 conditions (Friedman: p<.01): AV

better than AO and VO, AO better than VO (Wilcoxon: p<.05)

•number of features differing within a pair matters in AO and AV

conditions (Friedman: p<.05): least correct responses for 1 feature

• type of feature analysis (place vs. manner vs. voicing)

– showed a significant influence for the AO condition (Friedman:

p<.01) and a trend for the AV condition (Friedman: p=.094)

–Contrasts in voicing appeared to be most difficult (Figure 2)
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Figure 2: Percentage of correct aphasic responses to different

features in auditory only and audiovisual conditions

Discussion

• additional lip-reading improves perception

•most difficulties occur with small differences (1 feature)

•differences in voicing are most difficult to perceive

(when differences are manipulated in initial position)
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